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WOMANHOOD

Powers/Abilities:
*Can overcome any oppressive force she encounters
*Able to read minds and predict the future
*Able to move people and objects with her thoughts
*Can withstand enormous pain
*Can manipulate any member of the opposite sex ? and many of the same sex
*Can withstand terrible smells, sickening textures and very bad jokes
*Gifted with superhuman strength and resilience 
*Able to turn around bad intentions
*Able to attract large numbers of those who will fight with/for her
*Incredible prowess with edged/bladed weapons
*Deceptively intelligent
*Flawless ability to locate and fatally wound the heart
*Ability to launch thousands of ships and topple whole empires
*Ability to change her mind  
 

Weapons:
*Bladed weapons (especially knives and arrows)
*Telekinesis (can manipulate people and objects with her thoughts)
*Indestructible girdle (can be worn in either direction ??Blade? or ?Chalice,? ?up? or?down? - to
signify either physical dominance or sexual dominance,respectively)
*Looks (can stop time and traffic)
*Breasts (can bring men to their knees and/or render an opponent unconscious) 
*Sex  
 

Origins:
Womanhood is the daughter of an earthborn union between Aphrodite and Dionysus. As such (the
daughter of gods yet who lives on the earth), she seems to switch roles between mortal and
Goddess at will. She has traits of both her mythical parents, easily consumed with lust and anger as
well a deep and abiding love and a freedom of emotion. She is typically civil, a giver and protector of
laws and a lover of peace. However, she can at times be characterized as vain, ill-tempered and
easily offended. Quite succinctly, Womanhood is fickle.  
 

Her strengths and abilities have never properly been measured. However, it is well known that Hell
hath no fury as Womanhood scorned!
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